Anatomic Pathology – Employee of the Month

Please join me in congratulating Jessica Navarro as the recipient of the AP Employee of the Month for April!

Fun Facts about Jessica:
- Jessica has a huge sweet tooth! Her infectious laugh floods the lab especially when there are desserts around
- Jessica has an adorable puppy – Benny (pictured above)
- She loves spending time with her husband and Benny
- Jessica LOVES adventures – whether it’s traveling, being out in nature, or within a movie/show
- She enjoys video games & anime/manga

A little more about Jessica:
- Jessica is celebrating her 10 year anniversary with UCLA
- Jessica is the Administrative Specialist in the Cytogenetics & FCBM Labs
- She is a member of the One Lab Committee

In your own words:
- “Jessica always has a positive attitude!”
- “She is a great team player and organizes holiday events/decorations”
- “She is very organized!”
- “She is always happy and cheerful and sparks up the lab”
- “She is very helpful and always helps you with a smile. I like her sense of humor in her emails – her use of “stickers” and “gifs” makes me smile”

Jessica’s personality embodies the principles of CI-CARE. She is constantly going above & beyond with a smile the UCLA WAY! She carries out the Cultural North Star elements by always trying to “make things BETTER!”

If you see Jessica on campus, please congratulate her on this achievement! This announcement will also be presented on a poster in the A7 corridor of CHS. Come check it out!

-Alex

Alex Martin, PA (ASCP)CM, MHA
Director of Operations, Anatomic Pathology